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This is a continuation-in-part of my application Serial 
No. 562,953, ?led February 1, 1956, now abandoned. 

This invention relates to chemical compositions under 
pressure which contain propellants for discharging them 
from a container through a dispensing valve into the 
atmosphere. 

Since the advent of the so-called “aerosol bomb” 
devised by Goodhue and Sullivan (see US. Patent No. 
2,321,023), many attempts have been made to ?nd sub 
stitutes in whole or in part for the expensive Freons 
employed as the propellant. The use of Freon alone 
has the important advantage that the pressure in the 
container remains substantially constant as the liquid is 
discharged, thereby giving substantially uniform condi 
tions of dispensing. The Freon is also important as the 
boiling solvent of the composition and hence cannot be 
dispensed with entirely in cases where the compositions 
to be dispensed are to assume a particle size smaller than 
what can be provided by a wet spray, because the violent 
boiling of the Freon upon escape to the atmosphere is 
depended upon to break up the sprayed droplets into even 
smaller particles. For this purpose, however, it is not 
necessary, or at least not always necessary, to use large 
quantities of the Freon, such as in the case when Freon 
is used as the sole propellant. As a result, constant ef 
forts have been made to ?nd a substitute for at least a 
portion of the Freon and one such effort has resulted in 
the use of carbon dioxide. 

Accordingly, carbon dioxide has been used in some 
cases in combination with Freon as a propellant assistant. 
This, in accordance with the prior art, is done by either 
charging the container with carbon dioxide gas directly 
or by the insertion of pellets of solid carbon dioxide 
(Dry Ice) in the container just before the containers‘ with 
the usual dispensing valve are hermetically sealed. The 
solid carbon dioxide soon sublimes into its gaseous form, 
a portion of which may become dissolved in the liquid 
phase of the composition. 
One of the objects of this invention is the provision of 

a novel method of providing carbon dioxide gas as a 
propellant assistant for Freon in compositions of the 
type mentioned. 
A further object of the invention is the provision of 

a composition of matter adapted to be stored under 
pressure in a hermetically sealed container. 
A still further object of the invention is the reduction 

in the cost of providing compositions of matter contain 
ing propellant gases. 
A further object of the invention is to provide aerosol 

compositions in which water is substituted for a sub 
stantial portion of organic solvents previously employed. 
The cost of manufacturing the composition is accordingly 
substantially reduced. The nature of the compositions 
provided by this invention are such that water may be 
employed as a component along with components such as 
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Freon-ll, methylene chloride and alcohols, the use of 
which in the past with water was avoided due to the 
corrosive action developed by such compositions which 
seriously affected their shelf-life in metal containers. 
A further advantage of the invention is to provide a 

composition of the kind described in which water is used, 
and in which corrosive action is avoided, and in which 
the substantial proportion of water makes it feasible to 
absorb sunicient amounts of carbon dioxide to serve as a 
propellant assistant. The use of carbon dioxide as a 

'propellant assistant aids, in some cases, in making it .. .. 
feasible to reduce the amount of ?uorinated hydrocarbon 
(Freon, lsotron, Genetron) which is also employed as a 
propellant, and thereby in effecting additional savings in 
the cost of manufacturing the compositions. 
A further purpose of the invention is to provide non 

corrosive aerosol compositions employing a substantial 
proportion of water in which carbon dioxide is employed 
as a propellant assistant, and which are capable of main 
taining the spraying pressure throughout the shelf-life of 
the composition which at a minimum is from 15 to 20 
months. 
A further object of the invention is to provide aero 

sol compositions which comprise an aqueous phase and 
an organic liquid phase which have substantially similar 
densities, so that emulsi?cation of the entire composition 
can be readily attained. 
A further object is to provide such compositions which 

are noncorrosive with respect to tin lined metal con 
tainers and in which substantial amounts of carbon 
dioxide may be dissolved to serve as a propellant 
assistant. 
A further important object of the present invention is 

to provide aerosol compositions which contain a sub 
stantial amount of water and methylene chloride, 
Freon-l1 or other organic components which are known 
on hydrolysis to produce corrosive products and which 
nevertheless are noncorrosive with respect to tin lined 
metal containers. 

It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
aerosol compositions which employ substantial amounts 
of water and also alcohols which in past practice have 
been avoided in compositions comprising water because 
of the resulting corrosive action on metal containers. 

All of these foregoing objects are accomplished in the 
compositions which are described hereafter in the speci?c 
examples. 
The term “propellant” as used herein without any 

further designation is to be construed as meaning one or 
more of the low boiling point ?uorochlorohydrocarbons 
which are commonly employed as aerosol propellants. 
The term “propellant” also includes mixtures of these 
hydrocarbons as well as other commonly known aerosol 
propellants such as methyl chlorlde, etc. It will also be 
understood that the “propellant” will cover mixtures of 
the compounds mentioned above with vapor pressure 
modifying components such as methylene chloride, methyl 
chloroform and similar blends of compounds which are 
known in the art. The term “propellant assistant” is 
meant to designate gases such as carbon dioxide and 
nitrous oxide which are not condensible at pressures and 
temperatures ordinarily encountered in aerosol products. 
Among the ?uorochlorohydrocarbons such as contem 
plated by the above de?nition of propellants are the com 
pounds sold generally under the trade designations of 
“Freons,” “Genetrons” and “Isotrons.” Most commer 
cial aerosol products employ propellants which at room 
temperature have a vapor pressure of 40 to 70 pounds 

70 per square inch and the present invention is accordingly 
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concerned in large degree with propellants‘ exhibiting‘ 
vapor pressures in this range. 

In accordance with one formxof the present invention, 
a portion of the Freon is substituted by an unreacted 
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used, may thus be furnished from an external source as 
a gas or as a solid, or may be formed in situ, as described 
above. The presence of the substantial amount of water 
in the composition enables a vtiseful amount of carbon 

mixture of _water,,sodium_ ‘and/‘or potassiumbicarbonate”v‘5 dioxide to be dissolved and therefore permits replace 
and an acidjwhich, canreactlwithrthe bicarbonate 
generate carbon dioxide; :The preferred procedure isugto 7 
place in. an open container, , equipped with the usu discharge or dispensing valve, a quantity of the. material 

ment ‘of the more expensive ?uorohydrocarbon propel 
lant with carbon dioxide. The same advantageous cor 
rosion-resisting properties may belachieved where nitrous 
oxideis employed as a propellant assistant in lieu of 

to be dispensed therefrom and also a given quantity of‘ 10 carbondi xide', solubility'do‘es f'notseemito 
water together with the bicarbonate and acidin dry form; The preferred procedure, in‘ some leases todissolve. they“. 

bicarbonate in a portion of the water which'isito beused in making up thesqmpositiqn and then adding the acid‘ 

be as great.‘ Nevertheless, the huseéof'nitjrous'oxide' as’a 
propellant. assistantjnay be desirable insome instances. 
Similarly, “the” invention 'ismap'pli'cable to compositions 
.wherein nitrous oxide and/or carbon dioxide are used 

in tablet’ form, for example in the case .of citric ,acid. '15 ‘as the propellant, and 110 ?llqrriixlétédvhygfdqarbdn ‘(FIEO‘IIQ 
In other instances,;both the citric acid and thelbicarbonatef 
have been predissolvedinseparate" portionsofthe water 
which is to bewemployed. ‘The-container __is promptly. 

Genetron, isotron) ‘is employed. *For'ex'ample, it is ap 
plicable to edible compositions of the kind which employ 
a propellant comprising 85% nitrous oxide and 15% 

sealed after the above-named components are addedfand ‘ icarbonndioxide. , , ,_ 
lique?ed Freon is forced into the'sealed container under“v 20‘ 
hydraulic pressure through the valve. .When both: the 
bicarbonate and acid are added in solution form, the" sbi-n , 
carbonate solution is .fed into the sealed can through 
the valve just prior to Freon.’ 

may be used so long as they are compatibleiwith.,the§.f 
other ingredients ‘and will not adversely alfect persons ‘or’ 
objectsto be ‘subjected thereto.. Accordingly, acids'likell 
acetic, citraconic,.itaconic,y,tartaric,_ malic, maleic, 'fumarizc, 
succinic, and radlpic, maybe used in, speci?c, instancesl 
The invention is useful in all the‘various't'ypesoffproii 

pellant compositions now in commerciallfusetsuch‘ as 
insecticides,Lperfurnants, paintskveleanersp plasticsgarti 
?cial snow. producing compositions,’ deodoran'ts," hair‘ 
Sprays.’ etc'f: .. '1 .' .‘~.'- ‘"i ;-r"‘ 

For pressure in the range of 40 to 70 pounds per squar 
inch, theamountvof bicarbonate .used.willusuallytbe‘in * 
the range ofabout L to mgwmr ajstoichiometric,quahg. 
tity of the acid or a. small excess ‘thereof 'toiinsuré. utili‘Za-j. 
tion of all thebicarbonate. Howeventhere is" no criticall, 
limit and any desired amountfof,theseingredlents-may; 
be, used depending. upon, the pressure desired in'fthe ‘con-2 
tainer, a great amount giving a higher pressure and‘ a " 

small amount a lower pressure. . . , ,_ . .. .. , _An aerosol- package ‘asgenerally:describedrabove, and ,_ 

as, in each ,of the following. speci?c examples, _has".su'ré , 
prising. propertiesuofv corrosion resistance .throughout‘ja " 
long peniodof shelf-life, .a minimun'iiof 1:5 tQIZO’mo'nth ' 
This‘ is ,true evienfthro'uigh hyaiblyzable'eompdne I 

as ‘methylene chloride,"i Freo‘iiél 1, "etc. are; erriployedffin the‘ package along‘witli the substantial amouat‘ar'war I‘ " 

ltrhlas been observed in most casesthatsuch compost s,” 
when placed‘ in ‘commercial grade ‘tin-lined cansgdeveldp 
on the ‘interior of the can'fa characteristic gray ?lm. ,_ All 
thoughthe v?lm developsi'within a short time'faft‘er "thé'j 
composition is ‘packaged, it is substantially,identic‘al'to its." 
appearance after the package has been‘s‘tored for a year '_ 
or more. Except for the form'tion of the gray ?lm,'the : 
interior of the metal container in which ‘the composition ' 
is'stored is ‘notrotherwise alteredlnand the corrosion and 
pin-holding of the metal, co'ntain'erfwhichv ordinarily- oc 
curs when hydrolyzable 'componentsare' employed. with 
water. does’ not develop. This advantageous‘featurejof '7 
the- present invention may be also achievedv in 'aer'o’sol'fi'? ' 
compositionsfnin which certain of ‘the reaction‘ products,1 
of the. bicarbonate andcitricfacid, (or other namedsaltsu 
and acid), are themselvesyadded to they water-containing 
composition which is thereafter placed in tin-lined metal"; 
containers. .More precisely, itis only necessary, for. ex, v7 
ample, to add, sodiun'i‘cirtate and citriciacidfto 'obt'ainf' 
theanticorrosion action._ Theurearbon dioxide may also-r, 
be added since a vpropellant assistantis desirableiinxmost 
'instanqesi. as 811C111, and... to enhance 1h? nan?qqrtosipw 

40 "I 

Thewfollowing example; willifurtlier"illustrate the in; 
vention‘ in relation“ ‘toss‘o'rpe . offtdhe various‘ types "of ' 
products which are in commercial'us'el 

1:541“ if Erizmlel 
A preferred acid is>_.citric acid,_ althoughother acids ,25 p 

A'udeo'dor'ant "composition in " accordance: with this in-'‘' 
vention'has' the following ‘formula, by "weight: 

,The composition is.\prepaied byhplacingin the con-e , 
tairier to. be .used, equipped with the usual dispensing ; 
valve the propylene glycol, triethylene glycol, isoprcpyl J 

vl'alcohol, methylene: chloride and: waterl. ,Just before the ., 
containeruissealed, dry tablets vof citricsacid andbicar- _ 
bonate of soda are dropped into, the, eontainend‘The con-L ; 
tainer is then promptly ‘sealed, and’ the Freon charged 

hrough the“; valve ,mechanism .iundefhydraulic into. it ‘t 
the ,blets. haye'hadvrtimegto, dissolve 

i?lth liquid 11 nacttoaniy vsahétaa?alsxtem-l other lee-weir .pr‘ pared usinlglthejsame procedureexcfept, .. 
1Z5 "ts .pfzfthel28iparts br;wae'r.werje used'tof 

' ’ ' ' (bonate. " The, citric'jkfacid 'was ‘in '1 
‘_ >_ _ \ ‘ pelletfand in others the citric acid‘ 

ais’seive‘d, fnl'the v'i'einaihingg1,5,5 parts ‘of. Water. 1 
The composition~ results in‘ apressure‘ of :60 pounds , 

per square vinch at 70? F. and loses only about’IO pounds “ 
p was" i'th'e‘i’dispensinl‘g. of ' the "liquid" proceeds 'to completion. . 

n1 casesaddedfas 

vThe containers: mployed in‘l'malt'iirg;upithese~ aerosol 
compositions’ were‘ conventional sixéounce. .ptin-lined 7 
aerosolicontainers. ., .IA,_ number of , samples were opened ' 

' i jthan'ja years storagegandgthe "interior of 7, 
,exhibitedthe-‘gray. ?lm describsdaliavie at‘; 

scrimmage 

ine'h ~ Equally . gcpd. ,rcsults. .vverev obtain 

properties to a useful degree. The carbon dioxide, when 75A‘sp'ray1ng pressure} 

, .. . .. ,_.,P1Qyiaetbé'saméiinarédis?ts ' 

as described, except that milieu of thewbiqarbonate of“: 
waved 9itris=,a¢.id thereawasadded.tathégsompbsi?bh ' 

. %.,t11¢n:.<i .i.¢...a¢1i.<1;tq: bringing éqm I 

0" ‘position to PH 5,2 and, .carbondipxidgsas a‘ propellant 1 
‘t ' “ ' ts from an! 

p?lindslpefi; 
. . . _ .. _. .‘ Wiihé 

,.,._respe_ I ,, eorrosion resistance’ and‘ the" maintenance‘ of“ 
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Example 2 

An arti?cial snow producing composition in accordance 
with the present invention has the following composition, 
by weight: 

Percent 
Powdered stearic acid _____________________ __ 15 
Lucite (methyl methacrylate resin) __________ ___ 5 
Methylene chloride _______________________ __4 25 
Water 37 
Triethanolamine 0.5 
Freon 12 _ 15 
Powdered mixture of sodium bicarbonate and citric 

acid in stoichiometric amounts ____________ __ 
___. 

V Total _____________________________ __ 100.0 

In this case the bicarbonate and acid were added as a 
powdered mixture just prior to the hermetical sealing of 
the container and the charging of it with the Freon. It 
gave a pressure in the container of 60 pounds per square 
inch at 70° F. which dropped a maximum of only 10 
pounds per square inch during dispensing of the con 
tents. 

By changing the composition to provide 34.7% water 
instead of 37%, and 5% mixture instead of 2.5%, the 
pressure was increased to 65 pounds per square inch at 
70° F. and it was possible to completely dispense the 
contents of the container. 
'The above-described snow composition was placed in 

conventional Crown cans having a tin lining, and after 
being‘ stored for more than a year no corrosion was ob 
servable on the interior of the can. In this instance also, 
the characteristic gray ?lm appeared on the interior of 
the can. 

_ Other samples of this arti?cial snow composition were 
produced employing the components in the same propor 
tions described above, except that in place of the powdered 
mixture of sodium bicarbonate and citric acid, the reaction 
products themselves of this salt and acid were employed, 
the carbon dioxide being introduced as a propellant as 
sistant from an external supply of carbon dioxide gas. 
The composition made up in this manner exhibited equal 
ly satisfactory corrosion resistance and performance 
characteristics. 

Example 3 

An insecticidal composition in accordance with this in 
vention which is particularly effective against ?ies com 
prises the following ingredients in the proportions indi 
cated by weight: 

Percent 
Pyrethrins ___ __ 0.2 

DDT ___________________________________ __ 3.0 

Petroleum distillates _______________________ __ 16.8 

Methylene chloride ________________________ __ 35.0 
Water _ _____ 27.0 

Emulsi?er _ ___ ___- 0.5 

Freon 12 ________________________________ __ 11.5 

Potassium bicarbonate _____________________ __ 3.0 

Citric acid _______________________________ __ 3.0 

Total ___- __ 100.0 

The composition was prepared similarly to the previous 
one mentioned in which all but the last three ingredients 
listed were ?rst placed in the dispensing container, then 
the potassium bicarbonate and citric acid in dry form. 
The container was then promptly sealed and the Freon 
injected into the container through the dispensing valve 
under hydraulic pressure. 
The containers employed were conventional six-ounce 

cans having a tin lining. The samples were opened after 
more than a year’s storage, and no corrosion had oc 
curred; the formation of a gray ?lm on the interior sur-~ 
face of the can was observed in all samples. 

Further insecticide compositions were made employ 
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6 
ing the same ingredients as described above, except that 
the potassium bicarbonate was eliminated and 3% so 
dium citrate was employed in place of the potassium bi 
carbonate. Carbon dioxide as a propellant assistant 
was introduced from an external source of carbon di 
oxide gas to provide a pressure of about 53 pounds per 
square inch. Other samples were prepared as described 
immediately above (using the sodium citrate), except 
the carbon dioxide was not employed. Further samples 
were prepared in the same manner as described imme 
diately above, except that nitrous oxide was used as a 
propellant assistant, this being introduced from an ex 
ternal supply of the gas to provide a pressure of about 
66 pounds per square inch. 

All samples were placed in both six-ounce and four 
ounce conventional containers having a tin lining, and 
were subjected to accelerated aging tests. At the end of 
a period of time corresponding to the conventional shelf 
life of such products, representative samples were in 
spected and no corrosion was observed. In each in 
stance the interior of the cans displayed a gray ?lm. 

Regarding all of the foregoing examples given above, 
it was observed that in addition to the density of the 
water and organic liquid phase being substantially the 
same, the pH value of the compositions when initially 
made up was in the vicinity of neutrality, but slightly on 
the acid side, and that in older compositions made ac 
cording to the invention, the pH value changed towards 
neutral over a period of time. For example, samples 
showed a pH value of about 5 when ?rst prepared, and 
after storage for more than a year indicated a pH of 
6.5. Consequently, the pH value of the described com 
positions is in the area where attack on the tin lining 
of the cans would be minimized, and in addition to this, 
the compositions have the characteristic of very early 
forming a gray ?lm on the tin-plated interior of the cans 
which does not change in character over the course 
of long storage. 

It will be appreciated that the Well-known principles 
of preparing aerosol compositions are applicable to the 
present invention. For example, the speci?c examples 
given herein are for the purpose of illustrating the in 
vention, and it will be appreciated that the precise per 
centages of components which are mentioned may be 
varied as usual in the formulation of aerosol products. 
The essential feature of the present invention resides in 
the combination of ingredients which make it possible 
to substitute a substantial amount of water for more 
expensive organic compounds previously used, in com 
positions wherein hydrolyzable components are em 
ployed. This corrosion inhibition follows from the 
employment of citrate and acid ions (as well as the ions 
and acids referred to in the speci?cation), in combina 
tion with a tin-lined metal container. The examples 
disclose compositions employing about 27 to 37% water, 
but more or less may be employed. The advantages 
of the invention, it will be evident, begin at the point 
where any water is employed with hydrolyzable com 
ponents, and the advantages in most all instances are 
proportionate to the amount of water that can be sub 
stituted for the more costly organic materials. In cer 
tain types of compositions, for example, window clean 
ers, a very substantial proportion of water may be em 
ployed along with components such as methylene chlo 
ride and trichloromono?uormethane (propellant 11) 
which could not be previously employed in such com 
positions when packaged in metal containers. In com 
positions of this nature up to 75% or more water is ern~ 
ployed, so that the invention, as summarized imme 
diately above may be successfully employed in packaging 
aerosol compositions containing from 1% or less of 
water up to 75% or more. The invention is also ap 
plicable to “foam” type aerosol products in which the 
proportion of ?uorinated hydrocarbon propellant is rela 
tively low, for example only 5 to 8 or 8 to 10%. In 
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such products, employment .of the present invention en-' 
ables reducing. the amount of. ?uorinated hydrocarbon. 
propellant down to about-2% , thusle?ecting a‘ considerable? 
saving'even in; products of this nature." In‘ other prod- I 
.ucts more. than 50%; v?uorinated hydrocarbon propellant; 
hasxbe'énused' and the'present: invention effects substan 
tialzfsaving even when used' to cutv thisfto about. 50%. 
In some products which normally contain a‘ large amount‘ ' 
of water, for example window cleaning compositions 
and the like, having up .to.9.5%- water, the invention is 
particularly applicable, especially with respect to'the fea-' 
ture which permits employing useful amounts of carbon 
dioxide as a propellant or propellant assistant. .Where 
an acid and carbonate are employed‘ to‘ produce. the prop‘ 
pellant assistant in‘ situ; as well as provide the, anti 
corrosion' action, the. combined amount of acid and» car 
bonate'rnay range from .5 "to 2.0%, depending upon the 
pressure desired.‘ " The larger amounts may. be used 
where high-‘pressures are desired, for example in some 
commercial applications where large, strong containers 
are employed. As a guide in applying the invention to. 
such various compositions as described inthe foregoing 
parts of the speci?cation, it is?preferred to use sut?cient; 
weakly ionized acid, suchas citric, to provide the com 
position with any initial pH value of about 5 while there 
is also present the ions provided'by sodium citrate (on 
ions provided by. arelatively highly ionized salt .of the 
corresponding acid. selected for use). In certain prod 
ucts, such as, for example, highly carbonated ones, and/ 
or those containing edible acids as phosphoric, the initial 
pH value may be adjusted in the range 01Ev 3.5 to 4.5,, 
but preferably'atv thehigher: ?gurein such cases. ' 
The u‘sual'practiceshin connection with theme of. 

emulsi?ers are applicable to}- the compositions.v described 
herein. .Forj example',..the emulsi?cationqoflxwater and 
organic: liquid: phases, may be greatly facilitated by, em 
ploying emulsi?ers esold under-the trade name “Pluronic 
L-64,” “Tween-20,” “Span-20,”. as well as‘ others, which, 
are presently employed, .For example, the; compositions 
described in; Example 3 were made, using “Tween-20” 
as the emulsi?er. .However, as explained above, the 
usual practices.‘ in connection with the use of emulsi?ers 
are equally applicable’ here. ‘ ' 

' I claim: ' ~ 

1'; A'pressurized selfedispensing- package comprising an 
iron container having tine on its. interior, and a composil 
tiorr therein comprising water, at_least;~one organic ma,-. 
terial' which‘; ordinarily produces corrosion selected from: 
the group consisting" of¢alcohols5 and: halogenated hydro 
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carbons which ordinarily produce corrosion due to by 
drolysis, and an, alkali, metal salt oi: an‘ aliphatic hydroxy 
carboztylicf acidih'avingia. hydroxy .g'fouajih ' the . alplh'ai‘po- . 
sition to the carboxylic group in‘a‘n" amount su?ic'ient‘to» 

*: inhibit corrosion by said corrosion causing material.‘ " 
2. A. pressurized self-dispensing package fasclaimed 

in claim 1 in which'one' of ‘the materials which ordinarily 
causes corrosion due to hydrolysis is a, halogenated‘ hy 
drocarbonpropellant.v " ' " ‘ ‘ ' 

-3.‘A'pressuri2ed' self-dispensing package, as claimed.» 
in claini 2 in which the ‘said: propellantis a ?uorinated, 
hydrocarbon. 
~74. A'pressurized self-dispensing package ,as claimed 

in claim 3 ‘which also contains gaseous carbon dio'x‘i' e, 
whereby complete emptying of the package may be ac 
complished with less ?uo'rinated hydrocarbon propellaint 
thanwould otherwise be required.- ‘ ’ 

5.. A pressurized self-dispensing package ,as-claimed. in 
claim 4 in which the alkali-metal salt is‘a citrate. 

" 6.. A pressurized self-dispensing package as claimed. 
in claim 5 in which the alkali-metal citrate and the gase~ 
ous carbon dioxide are formed within‘ the. package by‘ 
the reaction of an alkali-metal carbonate and citric acid. 
1']. A pressurized self-dispensing package as claimed 

. inclaim 6 in; which the alkali-metal carbonate is sodium. 
bicarbonate. 

8. A pressurized self-dispensing package as claimed. 
in claim 3 which, in addition to said ?uorinated hydro-1 
carbon propellant, also containsat ‘least one organic sol 
vent which ordinarily causes corrosion due 'to hydrolysis. 

91A‘ pressurized self-dispensing ‘package as claimed 
in claim 8 in which‘ one of said'organic solvents ispmeth 
ylene chloride.‘ ' ' ‘ 

10. A pressurized self-dispensing package as claimed‘.v 
in'claimt 9? inz‘which'» the organic solvent phase and/the 
aqueous phase are of ‘substantially-the».samedensity. ‘ l 
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